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CEDARS WTD/1306 Installation & Operation
1) Sewing Head anchor bolt and shim:
a. Upon receiving of your CEDAR Systems WTD/1306, there is an anchor bolt with a washer
under the table and wood shim between the sewing head and table top. These are in place
to keep the machine secure during shipping. These MUST be REMOVED and discarded
before operating this equipment. Failure to do so may result in damage to the equipment.

a. Remove Shipping Hardware

2) Home positions for each component of the CEDAR Systems WTD/1306:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Machine Clamps are in the UP Position.
Roll Pressure Cylinder is UP.
Gripper Fingers are OPEN.
Rear Edge Guide is FORWARD.
Insert Cylinder is FAR RIGHT.
Step-Motor is Half-Wound (Gripper air fittings are facing down with the tubing underneath).

d. Rear Edge Guide = Forward

c. Gripper Fingers = Open

f. Step-Motor
Align Arrows

a. Machine Clamps = UP

b. Roll Pressure Cylinder = UP

e. Insert Cylinder = Far Right
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3) Needles:
a. The correct Needle System for the CEDARS WTD/1306 is 135x17. The Maximum Size is 120.

4) Air Pressures:
a. Main incoming Air Pressure is to be set at 70psi. 70psi MUST be a constant pressure, not
fluctuating. This gauge is mounted to the rear metal brace of the machine.
b. The machine clamp air pressure is to be set from 20psi to 50psi. This gauge is mounted to
the machine table, at the rear of the machine.
i. Too much pressure can cause the center ply of webbing to pull out and protrude
that will cause the webbing to “dog-ear”.
ii. Not enough pressure will cause the webbing to move around while it is being sewn,
causing the stitch alignment to be inconsistent.
c. The Webbing “Roll Pressure” Gauge is to be set from 8psi to 15psi. This gauge is mounted
to the machine leg, at the right side of the machine.
i. NOTE: This pressure gauge is only active when solenoid #2 is energized (2nd solenoid
from the bottom of the solenoid assembly. Press the blue button on this solenoid to
manually activate the solenoid that will give a pressure reading on the gauge.)
ii. Too much pressure on the webbing while it is being rolled up will cause the webbing
to slip out of the gripper fingers and the center ply of webbing within the roll will
not be filled to the inside edge of the outer ply.
iii. Not enough pressure will cause a loose roll, leaving the completed roll to be too
wide.
iv. A loose roll can create a chance for the bottom ply to hit the clamp’s Feed Plate
while it is being inserted into the machine.

b. Clamp Pressure

c. Roll Pressure

a. Incoming Air

5) Incoming Voltage:
a. The incoming voltage to this unit is to be 220 VAC, Single Phase.
i. The incoming power goes into the main On/Off Switch. Then it exits the On/Off
Switch and enters a junction box underneath the right side of the table.
ii. From the junction box, there are 2 exits which go to the following:
1. Sewing Machine Control Box
2. WTD Power Supply
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6) 360°or 180° or 0°:
a. There is a switch located at the top right of the WTD control box. Make sure it is pressed
firmly to the left (toward 360°) for a double fold.
b. If it is in the middle, the step-motor will not rotate. This is for inserting flat pieces to be
sewn.
c. If it is pressed to the right (180°) the step-motor will make a half turn, resulting in a single
fold.

7) Turning the machine on:
a. Before turning the machine on, make sure that all safety guards are properly attached and
the control box door for the WTD is closed and secured.
b. After setting air pressures and checking that the incoming voltage is correct, press the main
ON switch.
c. Make sure the gripper that is mounted to the step-motor is properly set (the arrows are
aligned.) NOTE: There will be minimal resistance when turning and it will seem to have
notched positions as it is being rotated. This is normal.
d. Make sure program #1 is selected in the home screen of the machine programmer then
press the Blue Icon in the lower left corner of the programmer. This will make the machine
“Ready” to sew the first piece.
b. Off / On Switch

c. Align Arrows of Step-Motor

d. Machine is in “Stand-By Mode”

d. Machine is in “Ready Mode”

Press for
“Stand-By”
or “Ready”
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8) Sequence of operation for insertion:
a. Insert the webbing (minimum cut length is 4-3/8”) into the gripper fingers, above the lower
finger and below the upper finger. Making sure that the end of the webbing just touches
the rear guide, then release the webbing.
b. Press the single yellow foot pedal and hold constant pressure on it.
c. The “Roll Pressure Clamp” will come down and press gently against the webbing. This will
hold a minimal tension on the webbing while it is being rolled.
d. The gripper fingers will close firmly across the webbing.
e. The step-motor will rotate a full turn (360°) creating a double fold.
f. The rear guide will move to its most rear position. There is a sensor on this air cylinder.
Once this Rear Guide Cylinder reaches the sensor, the Insert Cylinder receives a signal to
begin its leftward motion.
g. The insert cylinder receives a signal from the switch on the rear guide cylinder to begin its
left motion. It will continue until it reaches its most left position and the switch activator
that is mounted to the Insert Cylinder presses the left Micro Switch to engage the Machine
Clamp Down solenoid.
h. The machine clamp will move downward and press firmly against the webbing and gripper
fingers.

a.

d.

c.

b.

e.

g.

f.

g1.

h.

9) Sequence of operation for retraction:
a. Once the machine clamp is pressing firmly against the webbing and fingers, release the
single yellow pedal.
b. The “Roll Pressure Clamp” will extend upward.
c. The “Insert Cylinder” will retract toward its most right position.
d. The “Rear Edge Guide” will slowly move forward. (NOTE: The edge guide must not move
forward until the gripper has cleared its path of travel. Control the speed with the flow
control located at the lower front of this cylinder. Tighten is to slow the speed. Loosen is to
increase the speed. It must be as slow as possible.)
e. The “Gripper Fingers” will open.
f. The micro switch activator that is mounted to the Insert Cylinder will press the right micro
switch and the machine will begin the sewing cycle.
g. The Insert Cylinder passes the reverse switch for the “Step-Motor” and it will reverse to its
Start position.
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Sequence of operation for retraction continued:

a.

b.

d.

e.

g.

c.

f.

g1.

10) Specific Notes, if a part does not load correct or malfunctions during loading:
a. As long as the switch activator (located on the insert cylinder) has not hit the Left micro
switch, simply release the pedal and the unit will retract. All components will return to
home positions.
i. NOTE: If the step-motor has made a full turn but, the insert cylinder has not passed
the step-motor’s reverse switch, the step motor will not reverse nor will it rotate
again. To recover from this loading error, do one of the following 2 methods:
1. The default method is to turn the main power OFF and start again.

- OR the advanced method2. Put the CS-1306 machine in Standby Mode. (To test if the machine is in
Standby Mode, press the right foot pedal of the machine. If the machine
clamp comes down, it is NOT in Standby Mode.) After making sure the
machine is in Standby Mode, press the single yellow pedal until the WTD
inserts as normal (do not use webbing for this). Then, release the single
yellow pedal and all components should return to their home positions.

11) Original CEDAR Systems CS-1306 Foot Pedal modifications:
a. The 2 Micro Switches that are used to automate the CEDARS WTD are directly connected
into the CS-1306 Foot Pedals. However, these pedals may still be used for manual sewing.
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